AnswerBus 1 is an open-domain question answering system based on sentence level Web information retrieval. It accepts users' natural-language questions in English, German, French, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese and provides answers in English. Five search engines and directories are used to retrieve Web pages that are relevant to user questions. From the Web pages, AnswerBus extracts sentences that are determined to contain answers. Its current rate of correct answers to TREC-8's 200 questions is 70.5% with the average response time to the questions being seven seconds. The performance of AnswerBus in terms of accuracy and response time is better than other similar systems.
INTRODUCTION
Automated question answering (QA) research can be dated back to the 1960s, nevertheless has often been confined to domain-specific expert systems ( [12] , [9] ). Researchers have experimented with QA systems based on closed, pre-tagged corpora (e.g., [8] , [13] , [3] ), or knowledge bases (e.g. [11] , [5] , [4] ). Many of these systems focus on Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) tasks. Researchers also have attempted to build QA systems on large collections of documents on the Web by combining information extraction and most advanced information retrieval technology (e.g., [7] , [12] , [1] ([10] ). At the current stage, these systems seem to typically have long response times and/or accuracy rates that may not be acceptable to users.
AnswerBus is an open-domain question answering system based on sentence level information retrieval. It accepts users' natural-language questions in English, German, French, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese and extracts possible answers from the Web. It can respond to users' questions within several seconds. Five search engines and directories (Google, Yahoo, WiseNut, AltaVista, and Yahoo News) are used to retrieve Web pages that potentially contain answers. From the Web pages, AnswerBus extracts sentences that are determined to contain answers. The current rate of correct answers to TREC-8's 200 questions is 70.5%. AnswerBus demonstrates that practical question answering on the Web is highly feasible. Figure 1 The rest of the process is comprised of mainly four steps: 1) select two or three search engines among five for information retrieval and form search engine specific queries based on the question; 2) contact the search engines and retrieve documents referred at the top of the hit lists; 3) extract sentences that potentially contain answers from the documents; 4) rank the answers and return the top choices with contextual URL links to the user. Instead of returning a snippet of fixed length of text, AnswerBus returns sentences, which can provide users with some contextual information for the answers. 
RELEVANT DOCUMENTS RETRIEVAL

Search engine specific query formation
Most search engines are not designed for natural language questions. [2] shows that QA systems using good queries will significantly outperform the underlying web search engines and a commercial search engine specializing in question answering. [6] argues that using extra information to direct the search process provides more valuable results than by considering only the query.
Search engine specific query here refers to the query formed from a user's natural-language question that tailed to particular search engines, and will generate optimal search outcomes. "Optimal" does not necessarily mean recall of the largest number of relevant documents. Instead, it means the best outcomes in terms of both recall of documents and time to retrieve the documents for a QA system. For example, a user wants to find out "How tall is Mount
Everest." If a full question is sent to a commercial search engine like Google, normally the user will be able to harvest the documents that contain the answer. Nevertheless, more web pages in the returned hit list will be irrelevant to the question, thus leads to lower precision. It certainly takes a much longer time to retrieve and process the documents. Thus it is necessary to form a search engine specific query, in this case, "Mount Everest", that will best fit the search engine and yield optimal search results.
However, the task of forming the search engine specific query is not always as simple as this example, given that each question has its unique structure and content while different search engines have different rules about the queries they accept.
Some approaches expand one query to several queries, for example, by adding synonyms, then either concatenate these queries together with operator "OR" or keep them as separate queries. These approaches can increase the possibility of getting the correct answers, however, may also make the search more complicated and significantly prolong the search response time, and overall may be detrimental to the QA outcomes.
The computing speed has been regarded as very important throughout the development of AnswerBus. For a scalable Web-based QA system, trade-offs need to be made between speed and recall of answers. Thus AnswerBus does not try to find the best query; instead, it tries to locate the good enough query that will conduct the search task very fast. The focus has been laid on generating one simple query instead of an expanded one.
Several approaches are combined to form queries, including functional words deletion, use of word frequency table, special words deletion, and word form modification.
Functional words deletion
Functional words include prepositions, determiners/ pronouns, conjunctions, interjections, and discourse particles. Functional words deletion, which often can make the query short enough, can be used as a baseline of search engine specific query formation.
Some words are not functional words but are acting as functional words either logically or structurally for example, "kind of," "name the designer of" can also be deleted from the query: 
Use of word frequency table
Another way to make a query shorter is to delete frequently used words in the query. The basic idea is that the more frequently a word is used in a language, the less discriminating the word is. Thus AnswerBus implements a word frequency table. For a long query, AnswerBus sorts all the words in the query and deletes one or more words that are identified as frequently used by the frequency table.
Word form modification
Some words in the original question are converted to another form then put in the query. Usually they are verbs, for example, end Å ended in question "When did the Jurassic Period end?" have Å has in question "How many hearts does an octopus have?"
CANDIDATE ANSWER EXTRACTION
At this stage, AnswerBus downloads and processes the documents referred at the top of search results returned by different search engines. It first parses the documents into sentences and then determines whether a sentence is an answer candidate through a process of word matching.
The sentence segmentation tool used in AnswerBus is designed to process complicated Web documents. In addition to deleting HTML tags, it excludes noncontextual content; regards some special HTML tags as sentence boundary indications; and takes different formatting exceptions into consideration.
In order to determine whether a retrieved sentence is potentially an answer to the question, AnswerBus classifies all words in the original question or sentences in retrieved documents into two categories: matching words and non-matching words. All words that are used to form the search engine specific query are matching words. The rest are non-matching words.
The following formula is used to filter retrieved sentences.
In this formula, q is the number of matching words in the sentence; Q is the total number of matching words in the query. For example, if a query contains three words, then an answer candidate sentence should have at least two of them. When a sentence meets the condition as indicated by the above formula, it will receive a primary score based on the number of matching words it contains. Otherwise, it will receive a score of "0."
ANSWER RANKING
After the extraction of answer candidate sentences, each sentence has received a primary score. Those sentences with a score of "0" are dropped. Nevertheless, the primary scores are not robust enough for the judgment whether a sentence is a real answer. AnswerBus uses several techniques to refine the primary scores, including the determination of question type, use of a QA specific dictionary, named entities extraction, coreference resolution. The final score that is used to determine the rank of an answer is a combination of the primary score and the influence of all the different factors.
Question type and QA specific dictionary
Almost all QA systems use question type to judge the answer. They classify the question types on the basis of types of answers users are expecting. For example, a "Who is …?" will be assigned a "PERSON/ORGANIZATION" type; while "When did … happen?" will be classified as "DATE/TIME" question.
AnswerBus also uses question type as an important piece of information to judge whether a sentence can be an answer to a question. AnswerBus classifies questions into different question types together with some parameters. For example, AnswerBus classifies both of "How far …?" and "How close …?" questions as DISTANCE question, but it also differentiate these two types of questions: the unit of the answer to "How far …?" most likely will be "mile," "kilometer," "light year" and other related bigger unit, it has small chance to be "inch," "centimeter" etc. For "How close …?" question, the unit of the answer to this question could be any of above, depending on the context in the question, it even could be "nanometer" or others.
AnswerBus uses a QA specific dictionary, a database containing this kind of information about the relationship of words between questions and answers. For example, for the entry of word "far," the definition provided in the dictionary contains "miles," "kilometers," "light years;" for the word of "high," the definition contains "feet," "meters." The dictionary is used to distinguish question types, and determine whether a sentence is the right answer.
Dynamic basic named entities extraction
Named entities extraction has been widely used in closed QA systems to provide support for answer selection. It is achieved through pre-tagging of the corpus or knowledge base on which a QA system is based. According to [13] , the speed of tagging is approximately 100M/hour. With the assumption that, for one question, a Web-based QA system needs to process 50 HTML documents of average length, with the total size of 1M bytes, the time needs to be extended for tagging these documents will be 36 seconds. For such a system, there are still other time cost such as network response, network transfer, and other textual processing. Thus, normal tagging techniques are not unfeasible for real-time QA systems.
AnswerBus conducts dynamic named entities extraction while processing sentences from Web documents. AnswerBus only extracts the named entities that match question types. For example, when a question is asking about "how much money", a sentence with the entity of "CURRENCY" will receive a higher rank.
Coreference resolution
Some sentences contain words, such as "he," "they," that coreference to other objects described in the document. They are not as good as a real noun phrase to be answers to the questions, but they can direct users to the contextual URL links that contain the full answers. Thus, AnswerBus gives lower but still valid scores to these sentences. Coreference resolution is also a heavy NLP task like named entities extraction. Instead of using full coreference resolution, AnswerBus only solves the coreferences in the adjacent sentences. When this type of coreference is
detected, the later sentence receives part of score from its previous sentence.
Hit position and search engine confidence
The ranking score of a sentence can also be related to the position that its source document is located in the hit list returned by a search engine. A sentence extracted from the first hit receives the highest score associated with hit positions and the score decreases as the position moves down. Documents returned by different search engines may also receive different scores.
Redundancy
Different search engines can retrieve a same document for a question. Same or very similar sentences can be extracted from either a same document or different documents. This leads to candidate answer sentence redundancy.
To detect the sentence redundancy, AnswerBus compares so-far highly ranked sentences against one another. However, punctuations, spaces, other special characters, and the words with very high frequency are not considered in order to make comparisons among the sentences.
EVALUATION
TREC 8's 200 questions were used to evaluate AnswerBus's question answering performance and also compare its performance to that of four other similar systems. A computer program was written to send questions one by one to AnswerBus, START [11] , LCC, IONAUT, and QuASM; and also retrieve the answers from the systems. After the answer to a question was received, a time interval of 10 seconds was provided before next question was sent to ensure that a system's performance would not be affected by its work on the previous one. The response times to each question by the systems and the lengths of the returned answers were recorded. In order to minimize the impact of network performance on the variations of the systems' response time, the answers from these systems were retrieved at the same time using a same computer.
Except for IONAUT, the top five answers to each question from the systems were then evaluated manually to determine the answers' accuracy.
IONAUT returned long passages of information as the answers to the questions. The evaluation of the information was beyond the resources of this project. Thus, for the rest of the systems, the answers were first compared to answer keys provided by TREC. Since these systems are based on the Web, which is different from the large corpus of newswires on which the TREC questions are based, some answers that were different from answer keys were also judged as being correct. The answers were also carefully examined to ensure contextually correct answers are located. Table 1 presents the performance of AnswerBus and other four systems. It provides the numbers of correct answers in the systems' top five and top one answers, the standard NIST scores, the maximal, minimal and average response times measured in seconds, standard deviation of response times, and the average lengths of returned answers. Table 1 demonstrates that AnswerBus outperforms other similar systems, in terms of both accuracy and response time. AnswerBus also returned more concise answers than other systems. 
